Lisa Iwamoto and Craig Scott describe their work as an attempt to “balance exploration in digital processes and media modelling of prototypes, and hands-on material research with investigations into perceptual and experimental phenomena.” They develop their designs with laser cut and digital models, material studies and more traditional handmade models and renderings. IS.Ar: IwamotoScott was formed in 1998 and is located in Berkeley, California. Lisa is Assistant Professor of Architecture at the Department of Architecture, Berkeley University, and Craig currently teaches at California College of Arts and Crafts.

Their honors and awards include: the 2002 Architectural League of New York Young Architects Award: Material Process; and First Prize in the Flemington Jewish Community Center design competition. IS.Ar’s work has been published in Architectural Record, Competitions, the New York Times, I.D. Magazine, Journal for Architectural Education, Dimensions, and APPENDX.